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Abstract:

Purpose: The purpose of  this paper is to identify risk factors that caused by customer

collaboration in new product development systematically, and propose an approach to judge

which risk factors are critical and catch substantial attention.

Design/methodology/approach: This study identifies risk factors according to the results of

study retrieval, experts’ evaluation and consultation, and case studies of  enterprises in china. On

this basis, an improved rough number approach is put forward to evaluate the importance of

risk factors. 

Findings: Firstly, classify risk factors into three aspects. Then, present a risk factor set, which

include thirty-seven risk factors. At last, determine which risk factors are critical by using an

improved rough number approach.

Originality/value: Considering there are few researches studying comprehensive risk factors of

customer collaboration and assessing them, this paper explores a risk factor set of  customer

collaboration in product development stage, and proposes a novel approach, which can help to

solve the problem of  subjective, vague and lack of  prior information of  evaluation, to evaluate

risk factors.

Keywords: customer collaboration, product development, risk identification, risk evaluation, improved
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1. Introduction

Customer collaboration in product development is an approach, which can bring many

advantages for the product development (Djelassi & Decoopman, 2013) to develop new

products (Büyüközkan & Arsenyan, 2012). However, it also has considerable risks (Kausch,

2007). 

Risk in this study refers to the factors that caused by customer collaboration that may lead to

the failures. Currently, many researchers devoted their efforts to identifying and analyzing risk

factors of CCPD(customer collaborative product development) . Enkel, Kausch and Gassmann

(2005) provided a detailed description of the various risks and offered advice on how to

minimize them. These risks include loss of know-how, dependence on customers’ view,

dependence on customers’ demands or personality etc. Song, Ming and Xu (2013) divided risk

of customer collaboration into organization risk, capacity risk, knowledge risk, and market risk

respectively. Moreover, they also listed some risk factors in these five categories. Kleinsmann,

Buijs and Valkenburg (2010) deemed that knowledge integration among collaborative teams is

difficult and complex, and it affect the success of collaborative new product development.

Brockhoff (2003) noted that customers and employees may fight for the limited resources and

allocation of property rights in the product development process. In addition, customers may

devote their efforts to improving exist product to meeting their needs and expectations, not to

developing a radical innovation product (Leonard, 2002). Kausch (2007) pointed out the

damage of relationship between enterprises and key customers due to that the new product do

not fulfill these customers’ needs. 

However, CCPD is a system composed of multiple elements (Yang, Guo, Yin, Wang & Zhang,

2008). There are many risk factors and uncertainties embedded in the different components of

CCPD, which may then deviate from the expectations of product development (Kausch, 2007).

To our knowledge, the existing researches just propose and discuss parts of important risk

factors, have not identify risk factors systematically and develop a risk factor set. In addition,

different risk factors has different important, it is necessary for the firm to judge which risk

factors are critical and catch substantial attention. 

The purpose of this study is to identify possible risk factors that may lead to bad effects to

product development, and propose an approach, which can help to solve the problem of

subjective, vague and lack of prior information of evaluation, to evaluate risk factors. After

proposing a perspective to classify risk factors, section 2 presents a risk factor set according to

the results of case studies of enterprises in china. In section 3, the IRN approach is put

forward to evaluate the importance of risk factors. There is an illustrative example followed by

in section 4. The final section concludes the paper.
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2. Identification of Risk Factors in CCPD

2.1. Risk Factor Classification

According to the common ways of risk factor identification (Eustace, Indupuru & Hovey, 2010;

Mandal, 2011), risk factor classification is a basis and premise for risk factor identification

comprehensively. 

This study intends to identify risk factors that embedded in the components of CCPD system.

According to the definition and description about customer collaboration or integration in

product development (Büyüközkan & Arsenyan, 2012; Greer & Lei, 2012; Lüthje, Herstatt &

Von Hippel, 2005), this study uses CCPD system, which consist of CCPD subjects, CCPD

objects, CCPD environment and CCPD process, to reflect the process and content of customer

collaboration. 

During the process of CCPD, customers and professionals learn from each other and stimulate

the group creativity through the cooperation in the activities of product development (Yang et

al., 2008). Therefore, the main CCPD subjects are customers and professionals in enterprises.

In order to develop an innovative product that can meet markets demand, many tasks must be

completed. So this paper takes product development tasks as the objects. CCPD environment

mainly embody as macro-environment, Micro-environment, and enterprise environment. CCPD

process focuses on the description of information interaction and expression between

customers and professionals, and resources coordination and scheduling according to the

requirements of tasks (Greer & Lei, 2012).

Based on the above analysis, we further subdivide the components of CCPD system into CCPD

organization, CCPD tasks, CCPD environment, information communication and expression

between customers and professionals, and tasks-resources-objects coordination and

scheduling. Then, we will identify risk factors that embedded in the components of CCPD

system. However, risk factors of CCPD in this paper are related to customer collaboration, the

component of environment and tasks have not direct relation with the customers. So, the

other three aspects are determined to classify risk factors.

2.2. Risk Identification Methodology and Data Sample

Step 1. Study retrieval

To provide the data basis, related studies are read extensive and in-depth summary. Keywords,

such as “product innovation”, “product development”, “risk”, “customer”, “user”, “collaboration”,

and “integration” are used to search literatures in the electronic databases (e.g., web of

science, Elsevier, SpringerLink, EBSCO, Engineering Village). We also search some journals
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related to NPD and customer collaborative innovation to find relevant literatures. This search

obtained 78 related manuscripts, which published between 1990 and 2013. Some literatures

only discussed a risk factor and proposed the detailed measurements to minimize it. While

some of the literatures reported more than one risk factor about customer integration in

product development. We collect, analyze, and synthesize the risk factors that directed related

to customer collaboration in product develop from these literatures. In addition, we contact 17

experts in this domain from 10 universities (e.g., Rutgers University, Mississippi State

University, Chongqing University, Zhejiang University) to ask for assistance identifying relevant

risk factors caused by customer collaboration in product development. Eventually we get 27

risk factors.

Step 2. Investigation in the enterprises

We collected the data for risk identification in CCPD from the Chinese enterprises. We selected

64 enterprises which have experience in customer collaborative product development, which

spread across different industries and categorized into six sectors: electronics (20 firms,

31.25%), services (17 firms, 26.56%), auto manufacturing (9 firms, 14.06%), machinery (8

firms, 12.50%), Internet (6 firms, 9.38%), food (4 firms, 6.25%). Electronics and services

firms face fierce competition and product life cycle is short. Therefore, new product

development is critical for firm proceeds steadily, and customers always integration in product

development process. It’s also indicating that customer integration come to more general and

not limited to specific industries and firms.

In the second phase, eight firms are selected for in-depth case studies. These eight firms

respectively are Huawei, ZTE, Xiaomi Tech, Foxconn, Dongfeng Nissan, CCB, Postal Savings

Bank of China, Tencent. They not only have experience with customer collaboration, but also

pay much attention on risk identification and management. In these firms, we invited 187

employees who have participated in CCPD projects to identify risk factors that caused by

customers integration. The initial questionnaire contained items taken from the results of step

1. These respondents were asked to evaluate whether risk factors in the questionnaire

occurred in practice. Moreover, supplement and complete these risk factors according to their

experience and the actual situations. Before sending the questionnaire, we explain the purpose

of this research to respondents and confirm their willingness to participate by E-mail. After one

week, we conducted reminder E-mail to encourage responses.
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2.3. Risk Factors

Eventually, 120 questionnaires were returned. Through collecting and analyzing the results of

returned questionnaires, we obtain a total of 37 risk factors related to customer collaboration

in product development. Table 1 lists these risk factors. In this table, risk factors are depicted

as {Risk name, Classification}. For example, customers’ limited domain expertise, experience

and knowledge (O11) denotes this risk factor belongs to CCPD organization. O11 is risk factor

code.

Table 1. Risk factors related to customer collaboration in product development

3. Risk Factor Evaluation

The common methods in evaluating risk factor are divided into quantitative and qualitative

approaches. Where risk probability and impact matrix (Ward & Chapman, 2003) and risk

breakdown structure (Hillson, 2003) are two qualitative methods. These qualitative methods

can describe the risk probability, risk damage, risk content and the cause reason of risk.

However, it cannot provide the results accurately and quantitatively. Considering these
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disadvantages of qualitative methods, enterprises prefer the quantitative methods to evaluate

risk factors. The common quantitative approaches include Analytic Hierarchy Process (Zayed,

Amer & Pan, 2008), Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (Hu, Hsu, Kuo & Wu, 2009), Bayesian

Network (Chin, Tang, Yang, Wong & Wang, 2009), monte-carlo simulation (Arunraj, Mandal &

Maiti, 2013), failure mode and effect analysis (Wu, Kefan, Gang & Ping, 2010), TOPSIS

(Tüysüz & Kahraman, 2006) etc. It is difficult to provide accurate information for the process

of constructing the comparison matrix and reflecting the vagueness of risk factors when we

use Analytic Hierarchy Process to evaluate the importance of risk factors. In addition,

consistency test is mass and cumbersome work. Fuzzy analytic hierarchy process and TOPSIS

can deal with fuzzy information. However, a lot of sample information is needed and its

collection has the certain difficulty. Bayesian network become more complex when the number

of risk factors increases and requires accurate and comprehensive information from appraise

subjects. It proposes high requirements for the quantity and quality of data when evaluate risk

factors by monte-carlo simulation. FEMA is intuitive and easy to understand, but it is hard to

obtain the accurate results.

Risk factor evaluation in CCPD is a complex subject with uncertainty. In addition, most

appraise subjects evaluate these risk factors based on their experience and expertise, so their

evaluation exist subjectivity and vagueness. It is essential to improve the reliability of risk

factor evaluation in CCPD by avoiding the subjectivity and vagueness. Furthermore, the

method in evaluating risk factors in CCPD should work well without extra information. Zhai,

Khoo and Zhong (2008) proposed Rough number (RN) approach based on the concepts of

domain, decision table, object attributes and coarse boundary in rough set theory. The

important of risk factors are obtained by calculating the RN of risk factors, and then sort for

them. The process of RN application does not require extra information and can deal with the

subjectivity and vagueness of experts’ evaluation. However, the number of risk factors in CCPD

is quite large and the decision table of risk factors evaluation is more complex than the

decision table that defined by Zhai et al. (2008). The original RN approach is used to calculate

the RN and interval of boundary region of each class only, but it cannot be used to obtain the

RN and interval of boundary region of each risk factor, which consists of multiple classes.

Therefore, this study expands and improves RN, which defined as IRN, to evaluate the

importance of risk factors.

3.1. Determination of Rough Number of Each Risk Factor

This study regards risk factors of CCPD as the objects and defines as Y = {Y1, Y2, …, Ym}. Ym is

the mth risk factor. For each risk factor, a few experts are invited to evaluate its value

according to its possibility of occurrence and negative effects. H = {H1, H2, …, Hn} represents

experts who evaluate the value of each risk factor. n is the number of experts.
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R = {R1, R2, …, Rk} denotes the results of experts’ evaluation. Rk is the kth class of an object

with respect to an expert, and R1 < R2 < … < Rk. Then, we propose the decision table of risk

factor evaluation, as show in Table 2.

Risk factors
Experts

H1 H2 … Hn

Y1 … R1 … …

Y2 R3 R2 … Rk

… … … … …

Yk … … … …

Table 2. The decision table of risk factor evaluation

(1) Rough number of each class 

For each class Rs  R, 1 ≤ s ≤ k, its upper approximation and lower approximation is: 

(1)

The boundary region of class Rs is:

(2)

The upper and lower approximation of class Rs represents the experts who score a risk factor

higher and lower than this class. The boundary region of class Rs represents degree of

vagueness. If the boundary region of class Rs is empty, this class is precise.

Then, a rough number is used to represent class Rs with respect to the risk factor set Y. It

includes the upper limit  and lower limit .

(3)

FU a n d FL denote the number of objects belong to the upper approximation and lower

approximation of class Rs. The upper and lower limit of class Rs is the mean value of the

classes belongs to its upper approximation and lower approximation. In this way, we transform

the crisp value of experts’ evaluation into the rough value, which is represented by the upper

approximation  and the lower approximation .
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The RN and interval of boundary region of class Rs are presented based on the lower and upper

limit.

(4)

The rough number and interval of boundary region represent the subjective judgment and

preference of experts. The interval of boundary region reflects the degree of inaccuracy. The

greater the interval of boundary region of a class rough number, the less precise of it.

(2) Rough number of each risk factor

After calculating the RN and interval of boundary region of each class based on the above

analysis, we determine the lower limit, upper limit, RN and interval of boundary region of each

risk factor by solving the average of the above aspects of all classes. The upper and lower limit

of risk factor Yi is:

(5)

The RN and interval of boundary region of risk factor Yi are:

(6)

(7)

It can be seen from the above analysis that there are two differences between RN and IRN.

Firstly, Zhai et al. (2008) defined the decision table only part of the decision table depicted in

Table 2. Secondly, the original RN approach only used to calculate the RN and interval of

boundary region of each class, but it cannot used to obtain the RN and interval of boundary

region of each risk factor, which consists of multiple classes.

3.2. Determination of the Importance of Each Risk Factor

According to its RN and interval of boundary region of risk factor, we can determine the

importance of each risk factor. On this basis, there are two steps to rank the priorities of risk

factors.

Step 1. Determine the average of RN of each risk factor.

(8)
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Step 2. Compare the lower limit, upper limit and RN of each risk factor.

Take two risk factors Y1 and Y2 as an example. If the average of RN of Y1 and Y2 is equal, i.e.

M(Y1) = M(Y2), then we compare the interval of boundary region of these two risk factors. If

Bnd(Y1) > Bnd(Y2), risk factor Y2 is more important than risk factor Y1. On the contrary, risk

factor Y1 is more important than risk factor Y2. If M(Y1) > M(Y2), risk factor Y1 is more

important than risk factor Y2. Otherwise, risk factor Y2 is more important than risk factor Y1. If

M(Y1) = M(Y2) and Bnd(Y1) = Bnd(Y2), risk factor Y1 and Y2 have the same importance.

According to the above three principles, the priority of risk factors can be established through

compared in pairs. 

4. Case Study

This section presents a mobile phone design case to illustrate how the proposed method is

applied to risk factor evaluation. 

4.1. Risk Factors in the Mobile Phone Development 

According to the results in section 2 and section 3, the firm invites ten experts (include experts

in this field, customers and employees) to identify risk factors of customer collaboration in the

process of mobile phone development by investigating the tasks of customers’ undertake and

interviewing with other employees who participate in this project. Finally, risk factors of

unreasonable organization structure and culture, unreasonable of the proportion of

organization members, the increase of time and costs due to toolkits and platform

development, and the complete degree of product development toolkits and methods is low in

the Table 1 are not occur in the this mobile phone development project. The others risk factors

see in Table 1.

For these risk factors, ten experts evaluate its possibility of occurrence and negative effects

according to the actual situations. Five point Likert scale is used to measure the possibility of

occurrence, as shown in Table 3. The evaluation value of the negative effects of each risk

factor is similar to this.

The possibility of
risk occurrence

Greater
possibility

Great
possibility Possibility

Small
possibility

Smaller
possibility

Evaluation value 5 4 3 2 1

Table 3. The five point Likert scale for measuring the possibility of risk factor occurrence
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According to the above analysis, the evaluation value of each risk factor evaluated by each

expert can be obtained, as shown in Table 4. {H1, H2, …, H10} represents the ten experts.

O11 O12 … I11 I14 … I33 I34 … T13 T14 T15

H1 20 16 … 10 15 … 10 12 … 12 10 16

H2 16 16 … 20 9 … 9 10 … 15 6 12

H3 12 20 … 12 8 … 9 10 … 10 9 16

… … … … … … … … … … … … …

H9 15 16 … 20 10 … 10 8 … 12 5 16

H10 20 16 … 15 6 … 6 8 … 8 10 20

Table 4. The evaluation value of each risk factor

4.2. Evaluation of the Importance of Risk Factor

For example, for the risk customers’ limited domain expertise, experience and knowledge

(O11), there are eight classes of its evaluation and their order is 6<8<9<10<12<15<16<20.

According to Equations (1)-(4), we calculate the lower and upper approximation, the lower

and upper limit, rough number and interval of boundary region of each class as follow:

In the same way, the other classes of risk factor customers’ limited domain expertise,

experience and knowledge (O11) can be obtained. According to the result of each class of risk

factor O11, the lower limit, upper limit, RN and interval of boundary region of this risk factor are

calculated as:
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Then we calculate the lower limit, upper limit, RN and interval of boundary region of other

risks. The results as show in Table 5.

Risk
factor

RN RBnd M Risk
factor

RN RBnd M

O11 15.26,9.69 5.57 12.48 I13 14.37,9.89 4.48 12.13

O12 16.38,12.20 4.18 14.29 I14 13.18,8.30 4.88 10.74

O13 12.89,8.37 4.52 10.63 I15 14.16,9.68 4.48 11.92

O14 14.18,9.68 4.50 11.93 I16 13.64,9.22 4.42 11.43

O15 15.34,9.56 5.78 12.45 I21 15.44,9.20 6.24 12.32

O16 14.01,9.57 4.44 11.79 I22 14.39,9.91 4.48 12.15

O17 15.87,10.31 5.56 13.09 I23 15.54,9.10 6.44 12.32

O21 14.01,9.57 4.44 11.79 I24 15.57,9.13 6.44 12.35

O22 16.73,12.01 4.72 14.37 I32 14.35,9.91 4.44 12.13

O23 16.38,12.20 4.18 14.29 I33 13.31,8.95 4.36 11.13

O24 16.08,11.66 4.42 13.87 I34 13.47,8.89 4.58 11.18

O26 14.09,9.49 4.60 11.79 T11 14.39,10.01 4.38 12.20

O27 14.21,9.93 4.28 12.07 T12 13.31,8.83 4.48 11.07

O28 15.57,9.13 6.44 12.35 T13 14.28,9.98 4.30 12.13

O33 13.21,8.27 4.94 10.74 T14 13.24,8.34 4.90 10.79

I11 14.09,9.63 4.46 11.86 T15 13.88,9.28 4.60 11.58

I12 16.86,12.13 4.73 14.50

Table 5. The results of risk factor evaluation

It can be seen that the top five risk factors are loss of know-how, misunderstanding between

customers and professionals, overly depending on customers’ view, customers unwilling to
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provide and share their expertise, experience and knowledge, overly depending on customers’

demands or personality, key customers churn. These five risk factors are caused by customers

themselves. To a certain extent, the results of risk factor evaluation demonstrate the

conclusions drew by Enkel et al. (2005) a n d Kausch (2007) from the perspective of

quantitative. 

In allusion to these five risk factors, it is important for enterprises to take some measurements

to prevent and control them. There mainly are four measurements could be used. Firstly,

select the right customers. According to the demand of product development, the firm should

considerate carefully the knowledge, expertise, experience, skills, and attitude of different

customers. Those customers who well-suited for product development, are selected to

collaborate. Secondly, divide customers into different type. For those important customers,

such as lead users, their views are critical for product development relative to the normal

customers. Distinguishing customers is an important measurement to avoid the risk factor of

overly depending on customers’ view, demands, and personality. Thirdly, make the proper

incentive plan. The proper incentive plan can contribute to encourage customers share,

communicate, and exchange information and knowledge with professionals. Also, it is help to

the firm to keep a stable cooperative relationship with customers. Fourthly, establish the right

moment and right task for customer collaboration. This is not only promotes customers to play

the great role in the product development process, but also help to prevent risk factor of loss

of know-how. 

Based on the above analysis, we summarize the characteristics of IRN approach to evaluate

the importance of risk factors of customer collaboration in product development.

1. IRN approach can work well when the number of risk factors is large. In this study,

there are 37 risk factors, AHP, Fuzzy AHP, Fuzzy group AHP, and fuzzy extended AHP

approach are cannot function well, because the way of constructing the pair-wise

comparison matrix between these risk factors is infeasible. In addition, it is too hard for

experts to judge so many pair-wise comparison matrixes, and the conflict and

inconsistency will be occurring easily.

2. The RN and interval of boundary of region of a risk factor not only reflect the

importance of this risk factor, but also represents the consistency of experts’ evaluation.

For example, the normal operation of firm disturbed by customers (O28), the importance

of this risk factor is medium. However, the interval of boundary of region of this risk

factor is large (6.44), which represents there is a great difference between experts’

evaluation on it. IRN approach is more practical and can reflect more information than

the approaches, which only get the value of the importance of risk factors, such as the

approach of averaged experts’ evaluation scores directly.
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3. Risk factor evaluation with IRN is flexible. This is because the interval of boundary of

region can be adjusted based on the inherent subjectivity of experts’ evaluation, and

the distribution of experts’ judgments is considered holistically in the process of getting

the scores in the interval of boundary of region. Like approach Fuzzy group AHP, which

need determine membership function beforehand, not reflect the dynamic of experts’

evaluation.

5. Conclusion

In order to identify risk factors comprehensively, we analyzed the components of CCPD

system, and classified risk factors into three aspects. Then, we propose a risk factor set, which

includes 37 risk factors, based on the study retrieval, experts’ evaluation and consultation, and

investigation in the Chinese enterprises. A novel approach of IRN is proposed to evaluate risk

factors. This approach can well deal with the subjectivity and vagueness of expert’s evaluation.

It also can avoid relying much on priori information. The risk evaluation in the case of

customer collaboration in the mobile phone development shows that this approach is easy to

use, and it’s efficient and effective, even though the number of risk factors is large.
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